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SUBJECT VERB AGREEMENT
1.

All the leaves of the tree (a) was falling (b) on the ground(c) during spring. (d)No error(e)

2.

It is clear that (a)the elite class have no soft (b)corner for the poor who are the (c)real victims of the present economy.(d)No error(e)

3.

Rama as well as (a)some of her friends (b)have a fight with a boy (c) who is the eldest son of an S. D.O. (d) No error (e)

4.

More than one successful candidate(a) have cleared the examination for one (b)of the popular IT company(c) in South Delhi (d) No error (e)

5.

Is there any difficulties(a) to leave the place (b) built on such a spacious(c) and beautiful campus(d) No error (e)

6.

The teacher as well as (a) his students are injured in (b) the accident which occurred last night (c)near the bus stand.(d) No error(e)

7.

The request of the students’(a) union that their fees should be(b) decreased were supported by(c) majority.(d) No error (e)

8.

You and I (a) am going to take part (b) in the party (c)with my friends tomorrow(d). No error(e)

9.

Mr. Satyndra says(a) that there is (b)many important details to finalise (c) before the book gets printed(d) No error(e)

10. His politics is not(a) good so we have advised (b)that he should read Gandhi, Lenin (c) and Karl Marx (d)No error(e)
11. Just near (a) the palatial building is (b) two pubs extremely beautiful (c) as well as economical. (d)No error(e)
12. We know that (a) we have a right to criticise but (b) at the same time each of us (c) have to remember the duty also.(d) No error (e)

13. Her daughter (a) always do something that may incur insult (b)on her friends who hold a wrong (c)opinion about her.(d)No error(e)
14. One of (a) the biggest publishing houses (b) in Delhi is on the door of(c) declaring bankrupt. (d)No error(e)
15. He assured(a) us that a series of lectures on Milton (b) were to be arranged (c) the following week.(d) No error (e)
16. A body of volunteers(a) have been organized(b)to help the us (c) in our attempt to raise the funds(d) No error (e)
17. Each of the students (a)whom I have chosen (b) for the cultural programmes (c) are up to the mark (d)No error (e)
18. Everybody among the friends (a) were enjoying the party (b) when the Manager of the hotel(c) was shot dead(d). No error (e)
19. Most of the news (a)about the sudden death of the V.C. (b)have been spread by naughty students (c)whom I know well(d)No err(e)
20. Although these building are(a) in need of repair there have been much improvement (b)in their appearance(c)No error (e)
21. If I was you (a) I would have told(b) the chairman to keep(c) his mouth shut.(d) No error (e)
22. Not only the doctor (a) but also the nurses of this nursing (b) home is expert and helpful(c) to the patients. (d)No error (e)
23. There appears (a) a lot of new faces in the centre (b) and I really do not know where they have(c) come from. (d)No error (e)
24. The celebrities face the(a) same problems in their day to day lives (b)as do a common man(c) of our country (d)No error (e)
25. The man who cannot (a)believe his senses and the man who cannot(b)believe anything else are (c) insane (d)No error (e)
26. The available statics(a) indicate that the population of the world will double (b)and life will become(c) more miserable(d)No error(e)
27. Shingles are a disease(a) in which the patient develops(b) lots of spots round the(c) waist (d) No error (e)
28. What were once glorious forts(a) are now nothing(b)but piles of(c) rubble (d)No error(e)
29. Whether I should get married (a) or whether I should remain(b) single all my life(c) are my personal problem (d) No error(e)
30. Each faculty member as(a) well as most of the students(b) were of the view that there should(c) be new courses in computer science.(d) No error(e)

31. Does his daily struggle(a) for existence leave time (b)to ponder over(c) international affairs (d) No error(e)
32. Either the director (a) or his assistants always try to misguide the public (b) regarding the vacancy (c)in the factory(d)No error (e)
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33. Every man and woman(a)of the village have come (b)to see this strange child(b)who claims to know about his pre-natal existence(d) No error(e)

34. In our institute it(a) was compulsory for each of (b)the students to buy(c) (c) his own instruments (d)No error(e)
35. Those athletes who(a) did not adhere to the rules of athletics (b)was deprived of taking part (c)in the game. (d) No error (e)
36. I and he (a) is guilty,(b) but you and he (c)have been punished.(d) No error (e)
37. Not Rahul and his friends(a)but Mani has taken (b)your photographs and sent them (c)to her friends (d)No error (e)
38. The concept of(a) introducing genes(b) to correct heritable and other(c) disorders are revolutionary(d) No error (e)
39. An ability to shrink(a) and reduce oneself to a tiny form and reverse the process(b) is heard of only(c) in fairy tales(d) No error(e)
40. Neither Ritu(a)nor Rani were to take to her heels(b) when they saw a cobra laying(c)at the gate (d)No error (e)
41. Have either of (a) the two candidates been(b) selected for the post of clerk (c) in the Punjab National Bank? (d)No error(e)
42. None(a) of the three players(b) who have been given a chance (c) to join this team play confidently(d) No error (e)
43. What she says(a) and what she does (b)are incomprehensible (c)to an ordinary mind like yours(d) No error(e)
44. Where she went(a) and where she left her bag (b) are not known to us(c) ;so it is of no use being worried about her (d) No error(e)
45. Nobody else(a) but these comely young women have(b) played a prank on you(c); but it is pitiable that you don’t understand it(d) No error (e)

46. Some highly significant(a)observation has been made by the former UN(b)Secretary General(c) in his annual report.(d)No error(e)
47. The United Nations (a)have announced (b) effective policies (c) for the upliftment of downtrodden (d)No error(e)
48. If Mohd. Rafi (a) was alive (b)he would start weeping(c) to see the present condition of music. (d)No error (e)
49. Was I a bird(a) I would definitely fly to you(b) and say that I could not (c) live without you(d) No error(e)
50. The boys of many (a) schools of Panta (b) are good, is (c) known to all of us. (d) No error(e).
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